Field of study and/or degree and how it fits in at Travelers:

Respecting your dedication to completing your degree, Travelers would like you to put your education to work at Travelers. They seek people with a wide range of skills and backgrounds. In fact, most of their employees come to work without a background in insurance.

Dynamic, diverse, and ever-changing, there’s more to Travelers than you might expect. They believe that life is dynamic so insurance shouldn’t be static – and neither should your career. For specific information (including “Where Does Your Major Fit?” which is a grid geared towards Students & New Graduates), VIEW http://www.travelers.com/corporate-info/careers/studentsAndNewGrads.aspx

The Travelers Companies, Inc. has a variety of development programs, internships and full-time direct hire opportunities that might appeal to you. VIEW www.travelers.com/careers for more information.